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Abstract. Real-world optimization problems are often subject to uncertainties, which can arise regarding stochastic model parameters, objective functions and decision variables. These uncertainties can take
diﬀerent forms in terms of distribution, bound and central tendency.
In the multiobjective context, several studies have been proposed to
take uncertainty into account, and most of them propose an extension
of Pareto dominance to the stochastic case. In this paper, we pursue
a slightly diﬀerent approach where the optimization goal is deﬁned in
terms of a quality indicator, i.e., an objective function on the set of
Pareto set approximations. We consider the scenario that each solution
is inherently associated with a probability distribution over the objective space, without assuming a ’true’ objective vector per solution. We
propose diﬀerent algorithms which optimize the quality indicator, and
preliminary simulation results indicate advantages over existing methods
such as averaging, especially with many objective functions.

1

Motivation

Knowledge about the set of Pareto-optimal solutions is useful in many applications involving multiple objectives. Therefore, considerable research, particularly in the context of evolutionary computation, has been devoted to generating
methods, i.e., techniques that try to generate the entire Pareto set or approximations of it. One recent approach of this type is indicator-based multiobjective
optimization [1], which has the advantage that no additional diversity preservation mechanisms are required. Zitzler and Künzli [1] have demonstrated that this
approach can be superior to popular algorithms such as SPEA2 and NSGA-II,
with respect to the quality indicator under consideration.
Many real-world optimization problems are subject to uncertainties and therefore this aspect needs to be accounted for. Among the diﬀerent types of uncertainty one can distinguish, cf. [2], we here consider the case that the determination
of the objective function values is a stochastic process, i.e., every time a solution is
evaluated, a diﬀerent objective vector may be returned. Such a scenario emerges,
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e.g., if the underlying computational model involves stochastic components such
as Monte Carlo simulation.
While uncertainty in the objective functions gained some attention in the
single-objective context [3, 2], only few studies address this problem within a
multiple criteria setting. [4] were among the ﬁrst to discuss uncertainty in the
light of generating methods, although they did not propose a particular multiobjective optimizer for this purpose. Several years later, [5] and [6] independently
proposed stochastic extensions of Pareto dominance and suggested similar ways
to integrate probabilistic dominance in the ﬁtness assignment procedure; both
studies consider special types of probability distributions. In [7], another ranking method is proposed which is based on the average value per objective and
the variance of the set of evaluations. Similarly, [8] suggested to consider for
each dimension the mean over a given sample of objective vectors and to apply
standard multiobjective optimizers for deterministic objective functions.
In this paper, we consider diﬀerent scenarios for uncertain environments and
propose and investigate several techniques to integrate uncertainties within the
framework of indicator-based search, based on the algorithm presented in [1];
here, we focus on the + quality indicator [9]. In particular, the main contributions are:
– A probabilistic model that combines quality indicators and uncertainty;
– Diﬀerent algorithms to integrate this model into the optimization process;
– Preliminaries experimentations on multiobjective test functions to compare
these algorithms to existing ones.
The major diﬀerences to previous studies are (i) the investigation of uncertainty
in the context of indicator-based multiobjective search and (ii) the more general
perspective, as knowledge about the type of underlying probability distribution
is not required.

2

Proposed Model: Combining Uncertainty and Binary
Indicators

2.1

Indicator-Based Multiobjective Optimization

Let X denote the search space of the optimization problem under consideration
and Z the corresponding objective space. Without loss of generality, we assume
that Z = IRn and that all n objectives are to be minimized. In the absence
of uncertainty, each x ∈ X is assigned exactly one objective vector z ∈ Z
on the basis of a vector function f : X → Z with z = f (x). The mapping
f deﬁnes the evaluation of a solution x ∈ X, and often one is interested in
those solutions that are Pareto optimal with respect to f .1 However, generating
the entire set of Pareto-optimal solutions is usually infeasible, e.g., due to the
complexity of the underlying problem or the large number of optima. Therefore
1

A solution x ∈ X is Pareto optimal if and only if there exists no x ∈ X such that
(i) f (x ) is component-wise smaller than or equal to f (x) and (ii) f (x ) = f (x).
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in many applications, the overall goal is to identify a good approximation of the
Pareto-optimal set.
Diﬀerent notions of what a good Pareto set approximation is are possible,
and the deﬁnition of approximation quality strongly depends on the decision
maker and the optimization scenario. We here assume that the optimization
goal is given in terms of a binary quality indicator I, as proposed in [1]. A
binary quality indicator, cf. [9], is a function I : M(Z) × M(Z) → IR, where
M(Y ) stands for the set of all possible multisets over Y , that can be regarded
as a continuous extension of the concept of Pareto dominance to multisets of
objective vectors. The value I(A, B) quantiﬁes the diﬀerence in quality between
A, B ∈ M(Z). Now, if R denotes the set of Pareto-optimal solutions (or any
other reference set), and f (Y ) := {f (x) | x ∈ Y }, then the overall optimization
goal can be deﬁned as
argminS∈M(X) I(f (S), f (R))
2.2

(1)

Handling Uncertainty

In the following, the above optimization model will be extended to take uncertainty into account; later, we will discuss how to estimate and compute expected
indicator values for uncertain environments.
As to uncertainty, the basic diﬀerence to the classical settings is that the
vector function f does not represent a deterministic mapping from X to Z,
but a stochastic process: every time a solution x ∈ X is evaluated using f , it
may be mapped to a diﬀerent objective vector z ∈ Z. The higher the degree of
uncertainty, the larger the variance among the objective vectors resulting from
multiple, independent evaluations of x. Thus, with each solution x a random
variable F (x) is associated the range of which is Z; the underlying probability
density function is usually unknown and may be diﬀerent for other solutions.
Now, consider an arbitrary solution multiset S = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } ∈ M(X).
Based on the random variables F (xi ) associated with the elements xi of S, a
corresponding random variable F (S) is deﬁned for S which takes values in M(Z);
P (F (S) = A) denotes the probability that (i) all members of S are mapped to
elements of A ∈ M(Z) and (ii) there is at least one x ∈ S per z ∈ A for which
z = f (x). Using this notation, we can now reformulate the optimization goal for
uncertain environments as
argminS∈M(X) E(I(F (S), F (R)))

(2)

where R is an arbitrary reference set from M(X) and E(·) stands for the expected value.
Note that there is a fundamental diﬀerence to other approaches, cf. [2]: we do
not assume that there is a ’true’ objective vector per solution which is blurred by
noise; instead, we consider the scenario that each solution is inherently associated
with a probability distribution over the objective space.
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Estimating the Expected Indicator Value

If the probability density functions are known in advance and identical for all
solutions x ∈ X, then the expected value for any indicator can be computed
according to
∞ ∞
E(I(F (S), F (R))) = −∞ −∞ pdfF (S)F (R) (A, B) · I(A, B) dAdB
(3)
∞
∞
= −∞ −∞ pdfF (S) (A) · pdfF (R) (B) · I(A, B) dAdB
since F (S) and F (R) are independent from each other. Here, pdfF (·) denotes
the probability density function associated with the random variable F (·).
However, in practice the underlying probability density functions are in general unknown, may vary for diﬀerent solutions, and therefore can only be estimated by drawing samples. Let us assume that S(x) ∈ M(Z) represents a ﬁnite
sample, i.e., a multiset of objective vectors, for solution x. Now, the expected
indicator value E(I(F (x), {A∗ }) of F (x) with respect to a given set of objective
vectors {z∗1 , . . . , z∗q } can be estimated as follows
Ê(I(F (x), {z∗1 , . . . , z∗q })) =

 I({z}, {z∗1 , . . . , z∗q })
|S(x)|

(4)

z∈S(x)

where Ê stands for the estimated expected value and | · | for the cardinality of
a set. For a multiset S of solutions with S = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }, the formula is
Ê(I(F (S), {z∗1 , . . . , z∗q }) =



...

z1 ∈S(x1 )


zm ∈S(xm )

I({z1 , . . . , zm }, {z∗1 , . . . , z∗q })

1≤i≤m |S(xi )|

(5)
and if one considers a reference set R of solutions with R = {x∗1 , . . . , x∗r }, then
the estimate amounts to
Ê(I(F (S), F (R)) =


∗
z∗
1 ∈S(x1 )

...


∗
z∗
r ∈S(xr )

Ê(I(F (S), {z∗1 , . . . , z∗r }))

∗
1≤i≤r |S(xi )|

(6)

This approach is based on the assumption that the probability of a solution
x ∈ X to be mapped to any objective vector z in the corresponding sample S(x)
is uniformly distributed, i.e., P (F (x) = {z}) = 1/|S(x)| for all z ∈ S(x).
2.4

Computing Expected Indicator Values

Computing the expected indicator value for two multisets of solutions in the
aforementioned manner is usually infeasible due to combinatorial explosion. Suppose each multiset contains 100 solutions with a sample size of 10 each, then
equation 6 contains 10010 · 10010 = 1040 summands. However, if particular properties of the indicator used can be exploited, then the exact calculation for Ê(. . .)
may become feasible. We here propose an algorithm for the (additive) -indicator
[9] to compute the expected quality diﬀerence between a multiset S ∈ M(X)
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and a reference set R with one element only - for reference sets of arbitrary size
the computation is still too expensive to be useful in practice. Later in Section 3
it will be discussed how this procedure can be integrated into an evolutionary
algorithm.
For a minimization problem, the -indicator I+ is deﬁned as follows:
I+ (A, B) = inf ∈IR { ∀z2 = (z21 , . . . , z2n ) ∈ B ∃z1 = (z11 , . . . , z1n ) ∈ A :
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : z1i ≤  + z2i }

(7)

It gives the minimum -value by which B can be moved in the objective space
such that A is at least as good as B; a negative value implies that A is better
than B in the Pareto sense. If B consists of a single objective vector z∗ , then
the formula reduces to
I+ (A, {z∗ }) = inf {∃z1 = (z11 , . . . , z1n ) ∈ A : ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : z1i ≤  + zi∗ } (8)
∈IR

Now, to compute Ê(I+ (F (S), {z∗ })) it is not necessary to consider all combinations of objective vectors to which the elements x ∈ S could be mapped
to. Instead, one can exploit the fact that always the minimum I+ ({x}, {z∗ }))value determines the actual indicator value. By sorting the objective vectors
beforehand, it suﬃces to consider the -values in increasing order.
In detail, this works as follows. We consider all pairs (xj , zk ), where xj ∈ S
and zk ∈ S(xj ), and sort them in increasing order regarding the indicator value
I+ ({zk }{z∗ }). Suppose the resulting order is (xj1 , zk1 ), (xj2 , zk2 ), . . . , (xjl , zkl ).
Then, the estimate of the expected indicator value is
Ê(I+ (F (S), {z∗ })) = I+ ({zk1 }, {z∗ }) · P (F (xj1 ) = zk1 ) +
I+ ({zk2 }, {z∗ }) · P (F (xj2 ) = zk2 | F(xj1 ) = zk1 ) +
...
I+ ({zkl }, {z∗ }) · P (F (xjl ) = zkl | ∀1≤i<l F (xji ) = zki )
It can be done more eﬃciently as soon as if all I+ values of the diﬀerent
elements of one solution are smaller than , then the remaining I+ values greater
than , have a probability of 0. This scheme can be used, as detailed by Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 (Estimation of the Expected -Indicator Value)
S ∈ M(X)
z∗ ∈ Z
Output: Ê(I+ (F(S), {z∗ }))
Input:

Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:

(multiset of decision vectors)
(reference objective vector)
(estimate for the expectation value of I+ )

Determine  = minx∈S maxz∈S(x) I+ ({z}, {z∗ })
Set L = ∅. For each x ∈ S and z ∈ S(x) do:
1.  = I+ ({z}, {z∗ }).
2. If  ≤  then AppendToList(L, (, x)).
Sort L in increasing order according to the -values.
Set Ê = 0. For each x ∈ X set N [x] = 0.
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Step 5:

Step 6:

3

While NotEmpty(L) do:
1. ( , x ) = FirstElement(L).
2. p = 1/(|S(x )| − N [x ]) ·

x∈S

1 − N [x]/|S(x)|.

3. Ê = Ê + p ·  .
4. N [x ] = N [x ] + 1 and RemoveFirstElement(L).
Return Ê.

Algorithm Design

In this section, we discuss on how to integrate algorithm 1 in multiobjective EAs
in order to achieve the optimization goal deﬁned in equation 2. The following
discussion is based on [1].
In the general case, during the selection process of EAs, we are interested
in the case that M solutions need to be removed from the current population,
with the goal of maximizing the quality of the remaining solutions, in our case
according to the binary indicator I+ . But, clearly, this problem is NP-hard.
Therefore, consider mainly the steady-state version (M = 1), which corresponds
to an evolution strategy ES(N + 1). According to a performance indicator,
removing one individual can be solved optimally by deleting the solution xw ∈ S
which has the worst EIV value.
With the algorithm 1, the Estimation of the Expected -Indicator Value
(EIV ) is computed. Then, we are able to evaluate the quality of diﬀerent populations against a reference set. As shown in equation 2.4, the algorithm can
be used to evaluate the quality of a single solution against a reference set. The
quality of a solution xi ∈ S is measured by estimating EIV of S \ {xi } against
S, which corresponds to the lost of quality of S if we remove the solution xi .
The general EA is detailed in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 (Steady-state IBEA algorithm: EIV )
N
G
Output: S

Input:

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:

(population size)
(maximum number of generations)
(approximation set)

Initialization: Generate an initial population S of size N ; set the generation
counter g to 0.
Fitness assignment: Calculate fitness values of individuals in S, i.e., for all
1
xi ∈ S set F it(xi ) = Ê(I(F(S), F({xi })) = |S(x
zi ∈S(xi ) Ê(I(F(S), {zi }))
i )|
Environmental selection: Remove the individual xw ∈ S with the smallest
fitness value, i.e., F it(xw ) ≤ F it(x) for all x ∈ S.
Termination: If g ≥ G then return S.
Mating selection: Perform binary tournament selection on S.
Variation: Apply recombination and mutation operators and insert the generated individual into the population S. Increment the generation counter
(g = g + 1) and go to the Step 2.
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Let us consider s evaluations for all xi ∈ S. In order to realize this comparison,
the epsilon values of each individual have to be sorted (see algorithm 1). Then
the selection process, according to the EIV ﬁtness assignment algorithm, has a
complexity of θ(n(N s)2 log(N s)) (N s solutions - N s elements to sort for every
solution to evaluate). In order to reduce this complexity, we develop two methods
which approximate the ranking obtained with EIV algorithm.
The ﬁrst approach consists in approximating the sorting step of EIV by a
Bucket sort (BCK). c diﬀerent values are ﬁrst deﬁned, with an uniform repartition on the deﬁnition interval [Imin , Imax ] of the performance indicator (we
could also use the minimum and maximum values computed for the indicator).
Then, during the Step 1 of algorithm 1, we compute an approximated indicator
, to speed up the sorting step by the use of bucket sort. Let crange
value IBCK
+
be deﬁned as (Imax − Imin )/c and cell = (int)[

(I+ (z,z ∗ )−Imin )
].
crange

IBCK
(z, z ∗ ) = Imin + cell ∗ crange
+

(9)

The maximum error of this approach is equal to (Imax − Imin )/c. The algorithm complexity is in θ(nN 2 s(s + c)).
The second approach consists in approximating the minimum value computed
by EIV with an exponential function (Exp) applied on the diﬀerent computed
indicators values, as realized in [1], without uncertainty:



−e−I+ (z2 ,z1 )/κ
(10)
F it(x1 ) =
z1 ∈S(x1 ) x2 ∈S\{x1 } z2 ∈S(x2 )

With one evaluation per solution, when kappa is close to 0, the corresponding ranking tends to be exactly a lexicographic sorting comparison between all
computed indicator values. With several evaluations per solution, the probability of occurrence of each possible indicator is not considered here, but the
computational complexity of the algorithm 2 is reduced to θ(n(N s)2 ).
To evaluate the diﬀerent scheme proposed, we also propose two alternative
algorithms. The ﬁrst approach envisaged consists in approximate EIV ﬁtness
assignment function is the Averaging method (Avg). First, the average value is
computed for each objective function, then the exact algorithm can be easily
applied with |S(x)| = 1, ∀x ∈ S. In fact, in this case, we have the relation
Ê(I(F (S), F ({x∗ })) = Ê(I(F (S), {z∗ }), and:
F it(x∗ ) = Ê(I+ (F (S), {z∗ }) = min{z ∈ S(x) I+ {z}{z∗ }}

(11)

Then, the algorithm complexity is in θ(N s + N 2 ) (averaging step + indicator
values computation).
We also implement the ﬁtness assignment method proposed by Hughes [5],
based on the Probabilistic Dominance Relation (P DR) between solutions:
F it(x∗ ) =

1
∗
|S(x∗ )|



n



z∗ ∈S(x∗ ) i=1 x∈S\x∗


1
∗
inf (zi , z∗i )
|S(x)|
z∈S(x)

(12)
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with inf (zi , z∗i ) equal to 0 (resp. 0.5, 1) if the ith objective value of z is smaller
(resp. equal, greater) than the ith objective value of z∗ . The complexity of P DR
ﬁtness assignment algorithm is in θ(n ∗ (N s)2 ).
For all the diﬀerent schemes proposed in this section, with use algorithm 2.
The ﬁtness assignment step is replaced by the corresponding method. Then,
for mating selection, we make a binary tournament between the solutions of S,
without the deleted solution xw . To achieve the tournament step, we compare
the solutions according to their ﬁtness value, computed for the selection (which
is not exactly the true ﬁtness value, since one solution has been removed from
the population).

4

Simulation Results

In the following, we investigate two questions concerning performance of the 5
diﬀerent algorithms. First, we evaluate these algorithms for one selection step,
and compare the loss of quality obtained by each method. secondly, comparison
is done on entire runs on multiobjective tests functions.
We present only preliminary results. The uncertainty is deﬁned with known
bound, distribution and central tendency. Moreover, performance evaluation are
realized by using the true objective vectors value of the output solutions. We
would like to make evaluation based expected values as in equation 3, but it is
really not feasible.
4.1

Environmental Selection

The test are done with the diﬀerent approximative and exact selection methods
previously described: EIV , BCK, Exp, Avg, P DR.
We evaluate the selection process on randomly generated Pareto population:
100 individuals are generated, with random value for 
each objective function.
Then, we scale the values of each individual x to obtain ni=1 fi (x) = n/2. In the
biobjective case, it corresponds to solutions on the diagonal [{1, 0}, {0, 1}]. Then,
for each solution, we generate s diﬀerent evaluations, by adding a random value
(in an interval [−σ, σ]), for each objective vector. For each test, we generate 100
random populations, with 10 evaluations per solution, a uniform noise deﬁned
on the interval [−0.05, 0.05], and two objective values. We evaluate the diﬀerent
methods by varying the number of objective functions, the sample size, or the
level of uncertainty. The bucket sort was tested with c = 50.
Then, we ﬁrst evaluate the selection process with the exact I+ value computation, which determines the worst solution xw . Then, for each approximative
ﬁtness assignment algorithm i, we compute the worst solution xwi . To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the approximation, we compute the diﬀerence, in terms
of performance indicator, between the exact and the approximative approach:
I+ (S \ {xwi }, S) − I+ (S \ {xw }, S) (smaller values are better).
The ﬁgures 1, 2 and 3 give the results obtained with the diﬀerent selection
methods (BCK, Exp, P DR and Avg) for 4 diﬀerent number of objective functions, 3 diﬀerent sample size, and 3 levels of uncertainty. The smaller values are
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achieved by BCK in many cases, especially with an important level of uncertainty, many objectives, or a lot of evaluations. The other methods obtain small
values only for small sample size or small level of uncertainty. The exponential approaches almost obtain the exact approach results, only when s = 1. In
normal case, we suggest to use the exponential function approach, which is not
expensive to compute and almost gives the optimal results. With uncertainty,
BCK seems to be more eﬀective.
4.2

Entire Optimization Runs

For the entire optimization runs, we consider 5 multi-objective test functions
taken from the literature: ZDT1, ZDT6 [10], DTLZ2 [11], KUR [12] and COMET
[13]. The number of decision variables has been ﬁxed to 50 for all the test problems. Tests are realized by considering two diﬀerent types of uncertainty: (1) an
uniform-distributed random noise is applied on the evaluation functions, in a
ﬁxed interval [−σ, σ]; (2) a uniform-distributed random noise is applied on the
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decision variables. The result is a variable noise, depending on the form of the
objective space around the envisaged solution.
The population size N is set to 50, with s = 5 evaluations for each solution.
Uniform repartition is applied for the two types of uncertainty (i.e. on decision
or on objective space). The maximum number of generations is set to 5000.
We perform 30 runs for each problem. The diﬀerent methods are tested with
the same initial populations. The other parameters used, such as mutation and
recombination operators are those used in [1].
To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of each method, we generate the ’true’ objective vector for each solution. Then, for each approximation A, we compute
Ê(I+ (R, A)) value, where R is the reference set, determined by merging all solutions found during the experimentations, and keeping only the non-dominated
evaluations. The comparison of the whole set of runs is realized using the MannTable 1. Comparison of the diﬀerent selection methods for the I+ -indicator using
the Mann-Whitley statistical test: P value, with noise on objective vectors (Z) and on
decision vectors (X) - 2 objective problems. A cell 10−a corresponds to a signiﬁcance
level in the interval [10−a , 10−(a−1) ].

Z
DTLZ2 EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR
ZDT1
EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR
ZDT6
EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR
KUR
EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR
COMET EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR

EIV
X

10−4
> 5%
> 5%
10−9

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
10−4

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
10−2
10−3

> 5%
10−5
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

BCK
Exp
Z
X
Z
X
> 5% > 5% 10−11 10−11
10−11 10−11
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% 10−11 10−10
10−5 10−4 10−11 10−11
> 5% > 5% 10−4 10−7
10−5 10−8
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% 10−5 10−7
> 5% > 5% > 5% 10−11
> 5% > 5% 10−11 > 5%
10−11 > 5%
> 5% 10−3
10−4 > 5% 10−11 > 5%
10−5 > 5% 10−11 > 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% 10−4
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% 10−2
10−3 > 5% > 5% 10−11
> 5% 10−11
−2
10
> 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% 10−11
> 5% > 5% > 5% > 5%

Avg
Z
X
> 5% 10−6
10−3 10−3
> 5% > 5%
10−8
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

PDR
Z
X
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5%

10−8
> 5% 10−5
> 5% 10−7
> 5% > 5%
10−6
> 5%
> 5% > 5%
10−3 > 5%
10−7 > 5%
> 5%
10−3
10−4 > 5%
10−2 > 5%
> 5% > 5%
> 5%
10−3
> 5% 10−4
> 5% > 5%
> 5% 10−3
10−2
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
10−2
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
10−11
10−11
10−10
10−11
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Whitley statistical test, applied on the sets of Ê(I+ (R, A)) values computed for
each method.
Table 1 and 2 represents the comparison of the diﬀerent selection methods for
the Ê(I+ ) with the two diﬀerent types of uncertainty: on objective vectors, and
on decision variables. To compare the sets of runs, we use the Mann-Whitley
statistical test, as described in [14]. The columns give the adjusted P value of
the corresponding pairwise test that accounts for multiple testings; it equals
to the lowest signiﬁcance level for which the null-hypothesis (the medians are
drawn from the same distribution) would still be rejected (with a signiﬁcance
level of 5%). A value under 5% shows that the method in the corresponding row
is signiﬁcantly better than the method in the corresponding column.
In many cases, the results are not signiﬁcant in the bi-objective case, since the
diﬀerent approaches are similar, i.e. they use the same -indicator-based ﬁtness
assignment. But some conclusions could be extracted from table 1:
– The exponential approximation approach Exp, give worst results in many
cases, excepted for KU R and COM ET instances.
– BCK and EIV obtain similar results, which shows the eﬃciency of BCK
to approximate EIV ﬁtness assignment method.
– Uncertainty on objective vectors: in many cases, -indicator-based approaches
Avg, BCK and EIV perform signiﬁcantly better than Hughes selection mechanism P DR, especially for COM ET and ZDT 1 instances.
– Uncertainty on decision variables: Avg results are signiﬁcantly worst than
EIV , BCK and P DR, in many cases (problems DT LZ2, ZDT 6 and KU R).
In table 2, we represent the results obtained for experimentations realized on
DT LZ2 test function, with diﬀerent number of objectives. This table shows a
superior performance of EIV , BCK and Exp ﬁtness assignment methods when
Table 2. Evaluation with several number of objectives to optimize: DT LZ2 test function, using the Mann-Whitley statistical test: P value, with noise on objective vectors
(Z) and on decision vectors (X). A cell 10−a corresponds to a signiﬁcance level in the
interval [10−a , 10−(a−1) ].

Z
n=5 EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR
n=10 EIV
BCK
Exp
Avg
PDR

EIV
X

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%
> 5%

BCK
Exp
Z
X
Z
X
> 5% > 5% 10−8 10−9
10−9 10−9
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% 10−6 10−2
> 5% > 5% > 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% 10−2 10−7
> 5% 10−8
> 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% > 5%
> 5% > 5% > 5% > 5%

Avg
Z
X
10−2 10−7
10−2 10−7
> 5% > 5%
> 5%
10−2
10−2
> 5%

PDR
Z
X
10−11 10−11
10−11 10−11
10−11 10−10
10−11 10−11

> 5%
10−7 10−11
10−8 10−11
> 5% 10−11
10−11
> 5% > 5%

10−11
10−11
10−11
10−11
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the number of objective functions is growing. Exp is dominated by EIV and/or
BCK in several cases, especially for the 5 objectives instance.

5

Discussion

In this paper, we propose a method for handling uncertainty in indicator-based
evolutionary algorithm. Our approach tries to make no assumption about distribution, bounds and general tendency of the uncertainty. We propose the algorithm EIV , which computes the exact expected value of -indicator. In order to
apply this algorithm to environmental selection in EAs, we propose several algorithms which approximate the results obtained by EIV , which select the best
possible solutions during environmental selection, according to the -indicator
performance metric. We have made several experimentations. First, we consider
the goal to minimize the loss in quality during environmental selection: BCK
give a good approximation of EIV selection, which is more time consuming.
Then, we made some experimentations on classical tests functions. Our proposed method give interesting results with an increasing number of objective
functions. This are preliminary results. More experimentations are needed to
evaluate the diﬀerent approaches on diﬀerent problems and uncertainties. The
ﬁrst experimentation done for environmental selection process, with diﬀerent
levels of uncertainties, number of objective functions and sample size, show that
the quality of the selected individuals, according to the I+ indicator, is improved
by the use of EIV or BCK ﬁtness assignment method. We can expect that entire runs results will show the same tendency, but further experimentations has
to be done. We also need to deﬁne new comparison test, which involve a set of
expected objective vectors values, without knowledge about the true objective
vector.
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